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BACKROUND:
In order to solve a severe erosion problem along 1,300 lineal feet of the Allen Road Beach on the
west side of Barnegat Bay in Berkeley Township, the Berkeley Shores Homeowners Civic Association
in cooperation with Berkeley Township executed a number of initiatives. This erosion problem was
particularly troublesome because the fine silt runoff (former dredge spoils) was being carried by the
south to north littoral flow and silting in Amherst Inlet. Amherst inlet is the only ingress – egress for
boats from almost 1000 waterfront homes.

Severe erosion problem along Allen Road Beach. Note erosion gullies.

Top: Allen Road Beach. Middle: Amherst Inlet Shoaling In. Bottom: Amherst Beach
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THREE INITIATIVES UNDERTOOK TO SOLVE THE EROSION PROBLEM:
The first initiative was taken by the Berkeley Shores Homeowners Civic Association. It involved
planting over 30,000 American Beach Grass (Ammophila breviligulata) along 550 feet of Allen Road
Beach between the boardwalk and the scarp line (3 ft. high cliff approximately 15 ft. upland of the
mean high water line).

Dune grass planted by BSHCA and Community Volunteers
The second initiative was taken by the Township of Berkeley. It involved constructing a 25 foot
extension to the existing jetty on the south side of Amherst Inlet and constructing a new jetty & groin
on the north side of Amherst Inlet.

25 ft. south jetty extension & new jetty / groin on north side of Amherst Inlet
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This engineering project was awarded “Project Of The Year” honor in 2010 by the New Jersey Society
of Professional Engineers in the Municipal Projects Involving Intergovernmental Cooperation category
at the League of Municipalities Conference in Atlantic City.
The third initiative was taken by the Berkeley Shores Homeowners Civic Association (BSHCA). It
involved planting a “Living Shoreline” of spartina alterniflora along 200 ft. of Allen Road beach
between the mean high water line and the mean low water line. The 200 foot project is the first of
future phases that will eventually include the entire 1,300 feet of shoreline. The initial 200 feet was
also a “test and learning” phase for a “living shoreline” along a periodically high wave energy beach.
It is this “Living Shoreline” initiative that is the subject of this study.
“LIVING SHORELINE” GRANT APPLIED FOR:
On Jan. 15, 2010 BSHCA applied to the Barnegat Bay National Estuary Program (now The Barnegat
Bay Partnership) for a $7,500 grant for the “living shoreline”. The benefits of the “living shoreline” were
noted as follows:
•

Stopping the severe erosion of fine silt runoff of former dredge spoils, thereby decreasing
the turbidity and improving the water quality to permit eelgrass (zostera marina)
restoration.

•

Intercepting nitrogen runoff thereby decreasing eutrophication and algae blooms, which will
improve sunlight in the water column offshore to further promote eelgrass (zostera marina)
restoration.

•

By limiting the silt runoff into the littoral flow and promoting eelgrass restoration, it will
prevent the shoaling in of Amherst Inlet. This will insure future access to Barnegat Bay by
over 1,000 waterfront homeowners.

•

To educate the partnering volunteers and the general public by promoting awareness of
our most treasured natural resource, Barnegat Bay.

INITIAL PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION SUBMITTED:
1. Place ten 12 inch x 20 ft. long premium grade Coir logs ® (bio-logs) made of coconut fiber
encased in a high tensile machine spun bristle coconut fiber twine netting, along the mean low
water line for 200 lineal feet. These will be secured with two hundred 2” x 2” x 48” oak stakes
installed 36” deep every 2 feet on both sides of the Coir logs. Galvanized wire will be used to
cinch the outside stakes to the inside stakes.
2. A similar row of ten Coir logs ® will be placed along the mean high water line for 200 lineal
feet. This row will be parallel to, and 12 feet upland from the first row and secured in the same
fashion.
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3. Between the two rows of Coir logs ® will be Coir Mat 900 ®. It will be placed on the wet ground
surface and held in place with 10” galvanized staples placed every square foot (2,400 sq. ft.)
and the Coir logs ® themselves.
Both the Coir logs ® and the Coir Mat 900 ® will be used to protect the Spartina alterniflora
plugs until they take root and are able to survive on their own. The Coir logs ® along the mean
low water line are designed to protect the Spartina a. against heavy wave action, and the Coir
Mat 900 ® is design to keep the Spartina alterniflora from being uprooted. The Coir logs ®
along the mean high water line are designed to check further silt erosion from the upland until
the Spartina a. becomes vigorous and sustainable. The Coir logs ® have a longer
biodegradable life span (5 years plus or minus) than the hay bales that are currently being
used for that purpose.
4. 2,400 two inch plugs of Spartina alterniflora will then be planted every foot apart in the Coir
Mat 900 ®.
5. Finally, 430 lineal feet of 1” x 0.75” x 42” vinyl goose netting will be placed around the bounds
of the “living shoreline” held in place with fifty-four 2” x 2” x 72” oak stakes installed every 8
feet, 30” deep. This is to protect the Spartina a. from the Canadian Geese that feed off that
growth.
The budget for the above included the following:
20 12” X 20’ PREMIUN COIR LOGS @ $ 124.40 EA.………………………..$ 2,488.00
400 2” X 2” X 48” OAK STAKES @ $ 1.75 EA………………………………..$

700.00

3 ROLLS 6 ½ FT. X 165 FT. 900 COIR MAT @ $ 244.80 EA……………….$

734.40

5 BOXES 10” GALV. METAL STAPLES @ $ 37.00 EA………………………$

185.00

2,400 OF 2” PLUGS OF SPARTINA ALTERNIFLORA @ $ 0.68 EA………..$ 1,632.00
430 L.F. OF 1” X 0.75” X 48” GOOSE NETTING @ $ 0.35 FT………………..$ 150.50
54 2” X 2” X 72” OAK STAKES @ $ 2.55 EA…………………………………..$ 137.70
INFORMATIONAL SIGN WITH BBNEP LOGO………………………………….$ 235.00
TOTAL………………………………………………………………………………..$ 6,262.60
With labor the cost amounts to over $ 9,000. The Barnegat Bay Partnership required BSHCA to put
up 1/3 of the total cost but, allowed BSHCA’s contribution to be in volunteer labor at $15 per volunteer
hour. In March, 2010 The Barnegat Bay Partnership awarded BSHCA $ 6,262.60 for the “Living
Shoreline.
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NJDEP AND USACOE APPROVALS APPLIED FOR AND RECEIVED:
In the fall of 2010 Berkeley Township received NJDEP Landuse approval for the entire 1,300 lineal
feet of “living shoreline”. In January of 2011 Berkeley Township received approval for the “living
shoreline’ and a starting date was set at Saturday April 30 and Sunday May 1st, 2011. BSHCA then
advertised for members and community volunteers to “save the day” for community support.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM SOMEONE ELSES FAILURE:
3 weeks before installation a severe nor’easter struck our area. Members of the “living shoreline”
committee toured the only known “living shoreline” recently constructed before the storm. It was
installed by a professional environmental services company at a private residence in Brick, NJ. The
project did not withstand the effects of the storm and was a complete $ 10,000 failure. The lessons
learned by touring that failed project include the following:
•

Use the heaviest grade of Coir ® matting (900). Heavy waves will destroy anything lighter.

•

Overlap the Coir ® matting seams by at least 6 inches and completely sew them the entire
length..

•

Do not rely on the supplied metal staples. Use 1” x 2” x 18” wooden stakes with ¼” holes
drilled thru the top, driven flush with the beach and tied to the matting thru the holes. Plastic
zip ties work best.

•

Do not use the larger 16” Coir ® logs because the outer web netting holes are too large
allowing the coconut husk material to escape easier with heavy wave action.

Failure of a “Living Shoreline” at a private residence in Brick, NJ after a nor’easter.
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LOGISTICS OF ORGANIZING A VOLUNTEER WORK FORCE FOR EFFICIENCY:
It was realized by the “living shoreline” committee that there would between 60 to 100 community
volunteers on the first day of the two day project. Having that many volunteers would require a high
degree of organizational management because of the complexity and extensiveness of the tasks. The
varied tasks were broken down as follows:
1. Carrying biologs and positioning at staked-out location (males)
2. Carrying oak stakes to location. (males or females)
3. Marking biologs every 23 inches with a magic marker starting at 6 inches in from the end.
(female)
4. Pounding the 2” x 2” x 48” oak stakes in on each side of the biologs at the marked locations
leaving 12” of the stake exposed. (young males)
5. Carrying the coir matting rolls to the site and rolling out along the first row of biologs and
tucking the edge of the roll under the biologs. (males or females)
6. Snipping/cutting one strand of coir mat to allow room for 2” x 2” biolog stakes. (females or
students)
7. Cutting a 3/8” V notch on the outside of the oak stakes or ¼” drill hole 1” to 2” down from the
top of biologs. (male)
8. Cutting the 9 gauge galvanized wire with wire bolt cutters. Length to be determined in field.
Cinching the stakes with the 9 gauge wire over the biologs. (male)
9. Measuring and the coir matting every 12” each way and securing with metal staples (female
or child)
10. Securing the coir matting with the wire staples where marked. (male or female)
11. Rolling out the second coir matting with a 6” overlap. (male or female)
12. Tying the coir matting with string every 12” at the coir along the splice. (female or student)
13. Measuring and poking the plant holes thru the coir matting every 12” each way. (two person
team measuring and poking holes (male, female or student)
14. Inserting 1 tbl. fertilizer in each hole. (male, female or child)
15. Inserting the plants in the holes. (male, female or child)
16. Placing the upland row of biologs and staking. (males)
The committee then appointed an overall supervisor, two registrants, a troubleshooter and 3 team
captains. The 16 tasks were divided among team captains as follows:

TEAM #1:
# 1 - Carrying biologs and positioning at staked-out location.
# 4 - Pounding the 2” x 2” x 48” oak stakes in on each side of the biologs at the marked
locations leaving 12” of the stake exposed.
# 7 - Cutting a 3/8” V notch on the outside of the oak stakes or ¼” drill hole 1” to 2” down from
top of biologs.
# 12 - Tying the coir matting with string every 12” at the coir along the splice.
# 16 - Placing the upland row of biologs and staking.
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the

TEAM #2:
# 2 - Carrying oak stakes to location.
# 3 - Marking biologs every 23 inches with a magic marker starting at 6 inches in from the end.
# 8 - Cutting the 9 gauge galvanized wire with wire bolt cutters. Length to be determined in the
field. Cinching the stakes with the 9 gauge wire over the biologs.
# 13 - Measuring and poking the plant holes thru the coir matting every 12” each way.
# 14 - Inserting 1 tbl. fertilizer in each hole.
TEAM # 3:
# 5 - Carrying the coir matting rolls to the site and rolling out along the first row of biologs and
tucking the edge of the roll under the biologs.
# 6 - Snipping/cutting one strand of coir mat to allow room for 2” x 2” biolog stakes.
# 9 - Measuring and the coir matting every 12” each way and securing with metal staples.
# 10 - Securing the coir matting with the wire staples where marked.
# 11 - Rolling out and cutting the second coir matting with a 6” overlap.
# 15 - Inserting the plants in the holes.
The teams and tasks were set up in such a way that no one would have to stand around idle waiting
for another team to complete a task.
On the morning of the first day as volunteers arrived, they filled out the sign-in / sign-out sheet for
grant accounting purposes and then assigned to one of 3 team captains each wearing a different color
shirt (red, green, & blue). The BSHCA “Living Shoreline” Committee had 85 volunteers on Saturday
April 30th and 41 volunteers on Sunday May 1st.

Community volunteers registering and being assigned to a team.
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Biologs being installed by community volunteers

Coir matting being installed

The beginning of 2,400 spartina alterniflora plugs being installed
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The project was very labor intensive

The project included volunteers of all age groups
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“LIVING SHORELINE” COMPLETED:
The BSHCA “Living Shoreline” was completed 5:30 PM Sunday May 1, 2011 as the goose netting
was installed around the entire 424 lineal feet perimeter of the project.
The Barnegat Bay Partnership allowed BSHCA’s one third share for the cost of the project to be paid
by labor at $15 per hour per worker/volunteer.
The cost breakdown amounts to 85 volunteers times $15 times 4 hours (average) equals $5,100.00
for Saturday. 41 volunteers times $15 times 4 hours (average) equals $2,460.00 for Sunday. This
totals $7,560.00 which more than covers BSHCA’s share of the cost.
The Barnegat Bay Partnership utilizing federal grant sources, covered the cost of the materials which
amounted to $6,262. Berkeley Township covered the cost for the state and federal permits. Berkeley
Shores Homeowners and Civic Association besides organizing the project, covered the cost for
refreshments (coffee, donuts, pizza, water, etc.) and contingency materials such as gloves, shovels,
fertilizer, wire, equipment rental, etc.

MOTHER NATURES FURY:
The evening of May 1st the beach was subjected to strong 20 knot winds from the south and east.
The biologs held but the splashing over the top deposited about 6 inches of sand on a 6 ft. x 20 ft.
section on the north end. There was additional sand deposited from the splashing on the south end
but only about a third of what was deposited on the north end. Additionally, there was sand creeping
in under the logs at the seams in two or three places.
Monday evening the Committee decided to place sandbags along the first row of biologs in order to
save our project.
Tuesday May 3rd the shoreline was battered with even stronger winds and waves from the southeast.
The committee immediately placed 100 sandbags along and on top of the logs for about 40 ft. of the
north section and about 30 ft. of the south section.
On Wednesday May 4th the Committee noted that a 4 ft. section of the end of a biolog gave way about
60 or 70 feet from the south end. They also noted that the front row of logs actually sank in places. In
some places the logs sunk as much as 12 inches. In the area where the biolog failed they noticed that
4 to 6 inches of sand washed out from under the matting taking the previously planted spartina with it.
This left the staples partially exposed. The area amounted to a 6 ft. x 12 ft. section. The Committee
immediately placed another 100 sand bags along the failed area and added more bags on the north
and south end. They used the sand that splashed over the logs to fill the bags. This seemed to work
quite well but, it was noted that they would need more sandbags to stop the sand from splashing in
and to fortify the front row of logs for any major storm.
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Photo taken May 5, 2011

Photo taken May 5, 2011
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During May 8th to May 14th the shoreline had sustained southerly and easterly 15 to 25 knot winds, the
tide continues to remain 1 to 2 feet above normal. The front row of biologs continue to be battered by
heavy waves that are sometimes reaching the toe of the scarping and completely inundating the
entire project with at least a foot of water.

Photo taken May 11, 2011
Note spartina growing under water
The Committee received 300 free recycled 50 lb. feed bags from Manchester Hills Estate Farm and
Winery in Ohio. The Committee continued to fill sand bags and place them along the face of the front
row of biologs to help save the project from complete destruction. The spartina seems to thrive under
water but, it was being covered over by more and more sand from the waves being trapped between
the two rows of biologs. The accumulated sand was used to fill the sand bags and replaced out front
along the face of the biologs.
From May 15th thru the 21st the Shoreline continues to be battered with sustained southerly and
easterly 15 to 25 knot winds, with tides running 1 to 2 feet above normal. Additional sand bags were
place along the front row and tied together. The entire project is now covered with 4” to 8” of gravelly
sand.
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Photo taken May 17, 2011

Even though a substantial amount of sand covers the spartina, the rhizome plants still grow through
the sand to reach the surface. At this point in time, it is not known how much sand cover it takes to
prevent the plants from having sustained growth.
It is noted that in future projects biologs may not be needed because the plants, as long as they are
well anchored, seem to tolerate the water turbulence. The biologs are a hindrance because they trap
sand. It would be better to just use the heavy duty 900 Coir matting alone by burying and staking the
leading and trailing edges. In this way the water can easily ebb and flow over the matting and plants
without accumulating any sand. In order to do this, we would have to eliminate the metal staples that
don’t work very well, in favor of ½” x 1” x 16” wooden stakes with ¼” holes drilled thru the top to
connect the matting to the stakes driven just below beach surface and attached with plastic zip ties.
The plants could then be tied with jute twine to the matting much the same way as tomato plants are
tied to stakes. The savings by eliminating the biologs for the 200 feet would be about $ 4,000. That
savings could be utilized for increased shoreline footage. That would also make the project less labor
intensive. We could probably do 320 lineal feet for what it cost us to do 200 feet.
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On June 6th the winds changed and the tide receded to its normal levels and even lower. The entire
project site is covered over with 6 to 8 inches of sand on top of the coir matting. With the easterly and
northerly winds the water line is about 4 feet in front of the first row of biologs.

Photo taken June 2, 2011

Photo taken June 2, 2011
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Photo taken June 2, 2011

The plant shown above grew thru the deposited sand measuring 6 inches from the coir matting where
it was originally planted, to the existing beach surface. The original plants were 6” to 8” tall when
planted in the coir matting.
It is apparent that it would be unwise to use the biologs in future phases of this project. It would be
better to just use the 900 series coir matting and pinning it down with 1” x 2” x 18” stakes with plastic
zip ties thru holes drilled in the top. The biologs proved to be very effective in extending the beach by
elevating it above the mean high water line.
During the 3rd week in June the healthy spartina that survived a very turbulent month of May, have
doubled and in some cases tripled in height since they were planted. There is no question that a lot of
plants were lost. A few were lost from being undermined but, most were lost by being covered over
with sand.
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Photo taken June 16, 2011

Photo taken July 22, 2011
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An inventory of the living shoreline was taken on July 22, 2011. The inventory disclosed that out of the
2400 plants that were planted, 470 survived. The ones that survived are extremely healthy and
vigorous (see above photo). So much so, that it is very doubtful that any future storm could destroy
them. So, from that point of view it is a success. The plants are now 16” to 20” tall. Most of the ones
that didn't make it through the storms in June were covered over with too much sand to survive. Only
a very small percentage were actually washed away. The Committee is evaluating changes in design
so this should not happen in future phases.
The 470 plants that are thriving there now have rhizome roots that will grow under the sand and
spread out over the winter. In the spring it is expected to see new sprouts coming up to fill in the bare
spots. So, although the project is only 20% successful, eventually nature will make it 100%
successful. This is a “learn as you go” project for BSHCA and anyone else that wants to plant a living
shoreline in these conditions. The Committee is sort of blazing the trail here by trial and error.

HURRICANE IRENE:
On Aug., 24, 2011 hurricane Irene wrecked havoc on the living shoreline. When the eye passed over
a Committee member quickly ran over to Allen Road Beach to inspect the damage. Allen Road was
barely passable with a foot of water covering the road. The Committee member made it through only
to find that most of the biologs had disintegrated or were missing. The living shoreline was entirely
covered by about 18 inches of water. Even though it was covered with water, One could clearly see
that ALL of the vegetation in the living shoreline was completely sheared off at the surface from the
fierce wave turbulence.

Photo taken Sept. 12, 2011
The above photo shows what remains of the upland row of biologs. Notice the far background. It
shows how far the living shoreline has contributed to the beach. The sand trapped by the living
shoreline would have wound up in Amherst Inlet. The rhizomes are still intact under the Coir matting
that is covered over with sand previously trapped by the biologs.
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Photo taken Sept. 12, 2011
This photo looking south, also shows how the living shoreline increased the beach by trapping the
sand before it winds up in Amherst Inlet.

Photo taken Sept. 12, 2011
This photo shows the re-generation of the spartina after being completely sheared off at the surface
by hurricane Irene.
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Photo taken Sept. 12, 2011
The photo above was taken about two weeks after total destruction. It clearly shows amazing regrowth from protected rhizomes still intact under the Coir matting. The 470 rhizomes that were
inventoried before hurricane Irene were still completely intact. This should insure vigorous growth in
the spring after the spartina goes dormant during the winter.

CONCLUSION:
As the spartina alterniflora goes dormant for the winter, it is expected that many new shoots will
emerge thru the sand next spring because of the remaining rhizomes still intact under the Coir matting
that is still in place.
The Committee concluded that use of the biologs should be suspended in future phases along Allen
Road Beach. The biologs proved to be more of a detriment to the spartina a. then a protection.
Instead of allowing water to freely flow and ebb over the plants, the high profile of the biologs caused
waves to deposit sand and be trapped on top of the plants with each and every wave. Given the cost
of the biologs, It has been determined that future phases of the “living shoreline” could be triple the
length for what it cost to do the first 200 feet with the double row of biologs.
It has been demonstrated that spartina alterniflora is a very hardy plant and can withstand heavy
wave action and even a hurricane, as long as the rhizomes (roots) can be held in place with the heavy
900 Coir ® matting. In future phases it will be important to secure the 900 Coir ® matting to the beach
and secure each and every spartina a. plug to the 900 Coir matting possibly with plastic zip ties.
If sufficient sprouts of spartina a. emerge next spring it will prove that a living shoreline can not only
survive a high wave energy beach but, also a hurricane.
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A FUTURE VISION OF BERKELEY SHORES “LIVING SHORELINE”

Berkeley Shores Homeowners & Civic Association
“Help us shape the future”
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